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Think of times in your life you’ve 
been injured or damaged…



We captured structures from documents.  















We captured structures from documents.  







Question:



Answer:

Students need concrete, step-by-step help.





No teachable alternative.

Me











So we 
began to  
stockpile 
structures, 
starting 
with the 
most 
obvious. 





Students began to create their own structures. 







We 
captured
structures
that we
saw
around 
us.



We captured some traditional 
structures.





We created some structures for responding to literature. 



And for book reports. 



In any language.



And then we started to notice structures in other places…



In  
Shakespearean 
soliloquies



We captured structures from documents.  So let’s play!



We captured structures from documents.  



We captured structures from documents.  



We captured structures from documents.  



We captured structures from documents.  



We captured structures from documents.  



















In historical 
documents



History is full of useful  
structures.



For responding to
independent 

reading:









The author uses figurative language like 
when Mr. Tushman said that August “carried 
up the most hearts.” This creates an 
understanding of how August helped people 
not judge a book by its cover. (Wonder, Mel 
4th grade)



How do I help a student get there?



How do I help a student get there?

One step at a time.



From our upcoming fable book:





















Now, we’re capturing structures from nursery rhymes…

With words and with pictures

And for children too young for words, 
we can make text structures in pictures.



Now, we’re capturing structures from nursery rhymes…

With words and with pictures
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Students become 
supercharged 
with structure 
choices.

For any situation.



To download these and other 
text structures, please visit

www.trailofbreadcrumbs.net

Gretchen Bernabei
gretchen.bernabei@gmail.com



For a copy of this PowerPoint:

https://tinyurl.com/BernabeiKernels


